6 PEEPING TOM
Early. Long cyclamineus trumpets, petals swapt back.

2/-, 30 cents each. 18/-, $2.50 doz.
100/-, $14 a 100

3C POLAR ICE
Delightful small cupped kind for garden or cut flowers. Ice white pointed petals and tiny cup.

11/-, $1.50 doz. 70/-, $10 a 100

1C RASHEE
Quality flower. Satin smooth perianth, neatly flanged trumpet. Shining snowy white.

20/-, $2.75 each

1A REMBRANDT
Good golden daffodil.

11/- doz. 75/- a 100. 700/- a 1,000

2A REVELRY
Smooth yellow and orange flowers. Excellent for exhibition or garden.

2/-, 30 cents each. 20/-, $2.80 doz.

5 STOKE
Two or three pendant lemon bells with slightly paler reflexed petals.

3/6. 50 cents each. 35/-, $5 doz.

2C TEMPLE PATRICK
Very large vivid white. Wide pointed perianth, bold crown.

65/-, $9 each

2B TUDOR MINSTREL
Large white smooth perianth, bold bowl of gold.

6/-, 85 cents each. 65/-, $9 doz.

4 YELLOW CHEERFULNESS
Double Tazetta with several primrose flowers in attractive heads.

10/-, $1.40 doz. 70/-, $10 a 100

COLLECTION 1
4 TRUMPETER
4 DENHAM
4 ACTION
4 PLEDGE
4 FURBELOW

All above for £5, $7.
Catalogue value £6 5s. 6d., $17.60

COLLECTION 2
6 TRUMPETER
6 DENHAM
6 ACTION
6 PLEDGE
6 FURBELOW
1 TRIBUTE

Above bulbs for £11, $30
Catalogue value £13, $30.50

COLLECTION 3
3 TRUMPETER
3 DENHAM
3 ACTION
3 PLEDGE
3 FURBELOW
3 TRIBUTE
1 GOLLY

Above bulbs for £15, $45
Catalogue value £17 3s. 6d., $48.20

COLLECTION 4
12 TRUMPETER
24 DENHAM
12 ACTION
12 PLEDGE
12 FURBELOW
3 TRIBUTE
1 GOLLY

Above bulbs for £20, $60
Catalogue value £27, $75

COLLECTION 5
100 TRUMPETER
100 DENHAM
100 ACTION
100 PLEDGE

Above bulbs for £80, $225
Catalogue value £100, $279

COLLECTION 6
3 TRIBUTE
1 GOLLY
3 KNOWEHEAD
3 RASHEE
3 TRUMPETER
3 EASTER MOON

Above bulbs for £29 10s. 6d., $75
Catalogue value £34 12s. 6d., $97.40

Gateway Gardens Ltd.
BROMYARD
HEREFORDSHIRE
ENGLAND
announce their

1965 Daffodils
I. Richardson's Kilworth x Arbor

2A DENHAM
A grand golden and orange large cupped daffodil with remarkable lasting powers and making a very bright cheerful contrast outside or as a cut flower. Flat petals make a wide perianth behind a wide crown of solid rich orange red. Very good grower and increaser. Try some.

5/-, 70 cents each, 50/-, $7 doz.
350/-, $48 a 100

4 GOLLY
A very double large bred by J. L. Richardson. A tall strong plant with huge flowers of white and lemon primroses. Large and beautifully formed double flowers are made up of very smooth textured shining segments.

£5, $14 each

3B PLEDGE
Another W. O. Backhouse flower. A tall strong growing small cupped variety. Round white perianth encircles a net cup of dark red. Sweet scented. Delightful cut or in garden. Good plump.

7/6, $1 each, 80/-, $11 doz.

2B TRIBUTE
From J. L. Richardson's Kilworth x Arbor comes this brilliant flower. A wide very shalouer saucer crown is a vividly rich piece of flaming colour. The starry flat perianth makes a snow white backcloth. This is one of the most distinct and delightful garden flowers of this breeding.

50/-, $7 each

1A TRUMPETER
A large primrose, lemon trumpet daffodil bred by the late Guy L. Wilson. Wide very smooth petals are pointed and remain at right angles to a rather slender trumpet just lightly flanged at the mouth. Individually delightful, glorious in a mass. Indubitably a grand garden plant and an excellent show one.

7/6, $1 each, 80/-, $11 doz.

Our bulbs are grown on well drained heavy Herefordshire soil. They are exceptionally hardy, tidy, healthy bulbs. You are sure to be pleased with them. We have seedling stocks growing in our beds bred by the leading raisers and each season we hope to add one or two new kinds to our list. If you have not tried our bulbs, give us a trial order now. We shall look forward to hearing from you and sending you your bulbs.

2B FINTONA
Wide white perianth, large crown deep pink.

55/-, $7.70 each

2A GOLDEN TORCH
Tall, strong. Excellent show form. Golden flat petals, neat bold crown.

2/-, 30 cents each. 20/-, $2.80 doz.
£7, $12.50 a 100

2B GREEN ISLAND
Round white petals, bowl banded and shaded bright lemon.

5/-, 70 cents each, 55/-, $7.70 doz.

4 INGLESCOMBE
Well formed primrose double.

10/-, $1.40 doz. 70/-, $9.80 a 100

4 IRENE COPELAND
Very full double, white and primrose.

10/-, $1.40 doz. 70/-, $9.80 a 100

2B KILOWTH
White petals, blood red large crown.

2/-, 30 cents each. 18/-, $2.50 doz.
100/-, $14 a 100

1A KINGSCOURT
Beautiful golden trumpet for garden or show.

3/6, 45 cents each. 32/-, $4.50 doz.

2C KNOWEHEAD
A leading white. Superior quality perianth and exquisitely formed crown. All snow white.

50/-, $7 each

3 B LIMERICK
A sunproof white and red small cupped kind, excellent quality.

2/6, 35 cents each. 25/-, $3.50 doz.
190/-, $26.50 a 100

2A MATLOCK
Large gold and scarlet daffodil.

6/-, 80 cents each. 55/-, $7.70 doz.

2A NARVIK
Smooth golden perianth, neat crown of red.

2/-, 30 cents each. 18/-, $2.50 doz.
100/-, $14 a 100